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Kia ora koutou Moa whanau!
Nau mai, Haere mai - Welcome back to Term 3.
We hope that everyone has had a fantastic term break and are looking forward to getting back into
it for a very busy and exciting term. It was lovely to be able to see so many of you at the end of last
term while we had our parent/teacher conferences - hopefully we will be able to continue seeing
plenty of each other throughout the rest of the year.
A bit of a change for the syndicate this term will be not having Jess Twidle with us for the first four
weeks. Jess is having to endure the sunshine and warmth of Europe while we get to live it up back
in here NZ.
While Jess is away we will have Tessa Lee working in the Moa Syndicate on Thursdays and Fridays.
Tessa has been a reliever at Brooklyn School for a few years now and we are very excited to have
her join us for the first part of the term.
As well as being an avid runner, Tessa is an amazing musician so we hope to make the most of her
talents, particularly in this “arts-focused” term.
In a shameless plug for her; Tessa has recently released some new music on Spotify if you would
like to support one of our Brooklyn School whanau, we’re sure she would appreciate it. Just search
Tess Goodwin and enjoy!
Also while Jess is away if you have a child in her whanau class and want to check in on anything
regarding them, please feel free to get in touch with Jo - jo.wheeler@brooklynprimary.school.nz
We will also continue to have Harry Fautley with us two days a week for these first few weeks of
term, and then have the benefit of having him with us full time from week 5 onwards. Harry has
spent the past few weeks at Island Bay working in the junior classrooms, so we are excited to have
him back on the team for this term while he continues with his Masters of Education programme.
We are really looking forward to having a great term with your children. As always, please be in
touch with any of us if you have any questions.
Regards,
Kurt, Josh and Jo
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At the beginning of the term break I sent out a notice with the highlights from the past term - there
were so many!!
I also included a form for people to fill in if they were keen and able to help out with any of the trips
and events that we have planned for this term. I have included the form again here in case you
missed it.

Reminders
Masks

Masks have been made compulsory for our
school for the first four weeks of this term.
Please supply your child with a mask while
we wait for our school supply to arrive. This
will then be reviewed at the end of term four.

Tech

A reminder that Year 7s need to be at the
school by 8:30am on Tuesdays (beginning
week 1 of term) to get the roll done and to be
ready for the bus by 8:40am. Masks are
required on the bus and at tech so ALL
students will need a mask. There have been
a lot of year 7 students missing the tech bus
so please remind them to arrive on time.

Devices

If your child has their own device, they need
to remember to bring that to school with
them each day; fully charged. We are finding
a lot of students bring flat devices to school
which requires them to use a school device
which means either there aren’t enough to
go around or it’s spaghetti city with all of the
chargers plugged in through the block.

Road Patrol

Our kids have been amazing at offering their
time to do road patrol. At the end of this
newsletter I have attached the roster for this
term. In the morning road patrol is from 8.30
- 8.55 and in the afternoon it’s 2.55 - 3.15

Our main inquiry
This term we have a bit of a combo of social sciences and the arts as our way of delivering our
inquiry. We will be focusing on “NZ hall of fame” which is about finding out about people who have
had an influence on society over time. We will be looking more historically at this rather than
current societal influences. There is a strong connection to New Zealand history and the stories
and people who have shaped our country so far. In the early stage of this inquiry we will be creating
letter boxes to discover who some influential people are and then to write letters to them. For this
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we need each student to bring in a shoebox in the first week of term. Please feel free to send more
than one if you have some lying around and want to do a clear out.
As well as our literacy tying into this inquiry, we will also be incorporating the performing arts as we
learn how to tell stories through performance culminating in a whole school production in the last
week of term!!

Learning in Term 3
Our rotation day on Thursdays:
Each Thursday we run a rotation day where students get to take part in a range of activities.
This term we will be continuing with; Banqer - a financial literacy programme, tahi rua toru tech which encourages students to find digital solutions for identified problems, art - this term
focussing on screen printing.
We will also continue to use this time for the students to have access to the school library, and
we really encourage students to make the most of this and issue out books of interest to them.

Maths
We begin with learning about angles, perimeter and area through our measurement aspect of
maths. Students will learn about how to use protractors to measure angles, how to identify
different types of angles (obtuse, acute etc), and how to calculate missing angles using their
knowledge of supplementary and complementary angles. We will also be learning how to use
formula to calculate perimeter and area of shapes and how to use these to find unknown
measurements.
For the next part of the term we will be learning about fractions, decimals and percentages. It is
key for students to have a good understanding of division for this aspect of maths, so if you are
practicing any maths at home, we recommend focussing it in this area.

Reading
This term we are reading biographies about famous people and learning how to use research skills
to gather information as well as how to locate and evaluate specific information.
Each student will then be part of a reading group who will read a novel and answer comprehension
questions in group discussions. There is a big reading commitment in this, so there will be plenty of
time to read at school, however if kids are feeling the pinch with keeping up we offer the option of
bringing the books home, but they must be brought back to school each day.

Writing
We have two writing units this term. We begin with the students using their knowledge gained from
inquiry and reading to help them write their own autobiographies. There will be elements of truth in
terms of what their lives have been like and their families/hobbies etc, but also encourages them to
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look further into their future and think about what they would like to be known for (this is potentially
separate to career choices) and what they would need to do to get to that point.
We then move into persuasive writing where they will be writing a speech which will be presented in
classes and will be about why the NZer that they have chosen to research should be inducted into
the NZ hall of fame.

Te Reo
We begin and end each day with an opening and closing karakia and use as many daily phrases,
questions, instructions as we can in Te Reo.
A lot of our Te Reo this term will be taught specifically geared towards the people we are
researching and the language that will be needed for our production. We are using an amazing NZ
histories resource provided by SchoolKit that gives students a pepeha that they need to interpret
and pick out the language in it that will give them clues as to where different stories in NZ took
place.
We will also be taking part in Moa kapa haka (separate to the school kapa haka) as we prepare for
items in our production and also the powhiri for our sports exchange with Carterton.

Languages
With our Spanish speaking Kathryn no longer being at school, we are changing up our languages a
little for the second part of this term. We will still offer German, French and NZSL but will also be
offering Japanese with Josh. Languages will begin once Jess returns.

PE and Health
This term our PE sessions will be for the sports of; Touch rugby, Handball and Hockey. The students
get to participate in all of these sports for 3 sessions where they learn - Skills, Adapted games and
tactics, the game itself. Last term we also had a day in the final week where we ran a mini
tournament in the sport of their choice which was so much fun.
During our syndicate sport time, we will be spending some time practicing in our teams for our
sports exchange with Carterton School.
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Important dates - Moa Calendar - 2022 Term 3
Week

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Sat/Su
n

1

25 July

26

27

28

29

30/31

11.00 CAM - Kiwi
comp - Science (for
those that entered)

2

1 August

Showcase at WC
whole school
Leave: 9.20
Depart: 12.10

2

3 School Newsletter

4

6/7

5
Moa at the movies
11.00

Chess
Competition

3

4

8

9

Performance
Education Show Whole school

KA Kapa Haka
Festival

15

16

10

11 7pm BoT

12

13/14

19

20/21

26

27/28

2

3/4

School Swimming
Sports - Whole school

17 School Newsletter

18
Moa City Gallery Twidle/Norton

5

6

23

22

Central Zone
Swimming

29

30

24

25
Moa City Gallery Wheeler/Hinman

31 School Newsletter

1 September

Moa Carterton
Exchange

7

5
Aims games

6
Aims games

7
Aims games

8
Aims games

9
Aims games

10/11

14

15

16

17/18

23

24/25

30 Last day of
term!

1/2
Oct

Lit Quiz

8

12

13

School Newsletter

9

Artsplash? (tbc)

Artsplash? (tbc)

19

20

Year 5-8 futsal comp

21

22

School photos - Jess
& Josh & Sport Teams

10

26

27

Inter Zone Swimming

28 School Newsletter

29 *PRODUCTION*
Dress Rehearsal WHS
Production Performance
WHS
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Approximate costs for Term 1
WC & WGC performing arts

$5.00

Whina Movie

$8.00

School Swimming sports

$6.00 (tbc)

Perform Education Show

$5.00

City Gallery trip

$3.00

Carterton Sports exchange

$20.00
Total (approx)

$47.00

Moa Contact Details

Jo Wheeler
(Syndicate Leader)

jo.wheeler@brooklynprimary.school.nz

Josh Hinman

joshua.hinman@brooklynprimary.school.nz

Jess Twidle

jess.twidle@brooklynprimary.school.nz

Kurt Norton

kurt.norton@brooklynprimary.school.nz

Harry Fautley

harry.fautley@brooklynprimary.school.nz

Jo Goulin (accounts)
Fee Lowndes (office)
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Road Patrol - Term 3 2022
Week

Morning (8.30 - 8.55)

Afternoon (2.50 - 3.15)

1

Jonty W & Immanuel

Sam de Saxe & Lachie B

2

Eva Mc & Sarah

SK & Etta

3

Caspian & Quinn

Maya & Charlotte

4

Trelise & Laura

Otis H & Daniel

5

Stella & Beth

Harry B & Logan Wh

6

Iris & Isla F

Josh CS & Theo

7

Grace & Apeksha

Nathan & Jonty L

8

Brooke & Isabella

Liam & Jero

9

Xanthe & Caspian

Jialu & Eva M

10

Phemie & Claudia

Noah & Harry R
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